The development of hydrogen redox electric power generators for infinite cruising range electric vehicles represents a true technological breakthrough. Such systems consist of a polymer electrolyte membrane hydrogen electrolytic cell equipped with an electrostatic-induction potential-superposed water electrolytic cell that provides a stoichiometric H 2 -O 2 fuel mixture during operation of the vehicle. This generator functions with zero power input, zero matter input and zero emission due to the so-called "zero power input" electrostatic-to-chemical energy conversion occurring in the electrolytic cell. Here, theoretical simulations were performed to verify the target performance of such generators, assuming a pair of FC (fuel cell) and electrolytic cell stacks, both of which are commercially available.
Introduction


Here we describe the theoretical aspects of a specific propulsion system for fuel cell vehicles with an on-board HREG (hydrogen redox electric power generator). This generator utilizes a combined energy cycle which consists of an FC (fuel cell) that produces power and an ESI-PSE (electrostatic-induction potential-superposed water electrolytic cell) for the synthesis of a pure stoichiometric H 2 /O 2 fuel for the FC. To allow for an essentially infinite cruising range, the fuel must be synthesized while the car is in motion. In this scenario, the HREG offers considerable advantages. First, this device is capable of functioning with zero energy and matter inputs and zero emission, without violating the laws of thermodynamics. The H 2 O→H 2 +1/2O 2 reduction reaction occurs in the ESI-PSE, which functions by electrostatic-to-chemical energy conversion using so-called "zero power input" electrostatic energy. In this generation system, the power used is 17% of the total electrical energy that is theoretically required, while the remaining 83% can be provided by electrostatic energy free of power. In the HREG, 30% of the power delivered by the FC is returned to the ESI-PSE, while the remaining 70% represents the net power output used to drive the electric motor. Use of the HREG may lead to the realization of "tough vehicles" that have the capacity to continuously run at their top speed for an infinite cruising range.
In the present work, a theoretical assessment of this new propulsion system was performed, with focus on the following aspects:
(1) The power electronics circuit connected to the ESI-PSE.
(2) The principle of the HREG power generation system.
(3) Simulation of an on-board HREG system to achieve an infinite cruising range. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the arrangement of on-board components in an HREG FC vehicle, i.e., an HREG system, power controller, rechargeable battery and electric motor. The ESI-PSE continuously provides pure stoichiometric H 2 -O 2 fuel for the FC using the power (ca.30% of the total power output of the FC) and H 2 O, both recycled from the FC, while the car is traveling. The type of generator discussed here is designed to deliver a constant maximum power to the power controller continually during navigation. If the power output from the FC stack is always a maximum, then the reduction of power in the power controller causes energy loss according to the rate of power reduction. However, because the HREG system [1] [2] [3] functions with zero energy input, it is free of energy loss. The power delivered from the HREG is converted from the internally created electrostatic energy, so that there is no concept of energy loss at the HREG side. An appropriately designed generator will continuously produce a fixed maximum power that permits the nominal top speed during infinite range navigation.
Outline of the HREG Fuel Cell Vehicle
The concept of the on-board HREG provides such a tough vehicle. In addition to the HREG system, when starting from a complete shutdown of the generator, a rechargeable battery is used as a starter for a short time before the HREG reaches the maximum power outputs.
Principle of the HREG System
The HREG system utilizes a combined energy cycle of the FC and the ESI-PSE for water electrolysis. Part of the power generated by the FC is recycled to the ESI-PSE and the remainder represents the net power output. Continuous and direct circulation of gases, water and heat between the FC and the EC (electrolytic cell) is established inside the system. The power efficiency for the HREG power generation cycle is defined as the ratio of the net power extracted from the generator to the power produced by the FC. If data for practical water electrolyzers and the FCs are used, then this cycle power efficiency is evaluated to be 70%, i.e., 30% of the total power delivered by the FC is recycled to the electrolyzer, and the remaining 70% is the net power output from this generation system [2, 3] .
The main point of the ESI-PSE is the "zero power input" electrostatic energy. This type of energy is observed in the FC (Fig. 2b) . The FC is able to function exclusively under the zero power input electrostatic energy. When the H 2 -O 2 fuel is applied to the respective electrodes, a constant FC voltage appears between the electrodes, which creates a current flowing through a load located outside the cell. This current produces power in this load using the total energy of the fuel. The energy of the fuel is thus completely converted into power in the load outside the cell. There is then no power inside the cell. This indicates that the spontaneous transfer of ions inside the cell is a power-free phenomenon. No power is required for this kinetic process. This is evidence for the existence of "zero power input" electrostatic energy. For this reason, the electrostatic energy is identified as internally created energy. For the process shown in Fig. 2c , the power supply located outside the cell does not need to provide power, but only a static voltage to the electrodes. Therefore, the electrostatic energy is free of power. Fig. 3 shows the principle of the ESI-PSE. In practice, many cells are assembled into a bipolar configuration. However, for simplicity this is a single cell unit to demonstrate the method. The outer-most pair of electrodes presents the field generator. The cell does not begin to conduct until the applied voltage exceeds the decomposition voltage, E d , which creates the effect of a barrier potential [4] [5] [6] [7] (Fig. 3b) . The cell is first adjusted exactly to the time-invariable water decomposition voltage, E d , by electrostatic induction using the bias voltage source PS1. E d is induced in the same way as capacitors are charged. There is no current in the loop through PS1 and the cell. Next, power supply PS2 is connected with the polarity opposing the induced voltage. If the voltage of PS2 is the same as E d , then there is no current in the loop through PS2 and the cell. As a next step, if the PS2 voltage is made even larger than E d , i.e., E d + ΔE, then an electrolytic current begins to flow due to the total circuit voltage or the circuit electromotive force ΔE, as shown by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 4 . Therefore, the power required for ESI-PSE electrolysis per 1 mole of H 2 is given by: P* = 2FΔE (1) where, F is the Faraday constant.
On-Board HREG System
Fig . 5 shows the basic construction of a bipolar ESI-PSE water-electrolyzer. The electrode potential of any individual cell in the stack is given by the electrostatic induction; therefore, the external power supply circuit should be connected in such a way that the outermost pair of electrodes is used as a field generator and should be connected to the bias voltage source PS1. The power supply PS2 to provide power to the stack should be connected to the electrodes next to the field generator with the polarity opposing the induced voltage. The characteristics of the FC and EC stacks are summarized as follows:
There are three components to supply power, the ESI-PSE electrolytic cell stack (EC stack), motor and battery. The FC stack then consists of three sections responsible to provide power to the respective components (Fig. 6 ). For this purpose, each section is designed such that it can deliver the voltage and current that its own component requires.
For vehicle applications, a structure with a commercial PEM (polymer electrolyte membrane) cell is used for both the FC and EC, because only the gas flow directions are different (Fig. 7) . The commercial fuel cell stacks are used to make both FC and EC stacks for the present use. The dimensions, structures and materials of the PEM FC and PEM EC cells are exactly the same, and all the individual cells in both the FC and EC stacks have the same weight and the same electrode area. Under steady state operation, the rate of H 2 -O 2 consumption by the PEM FC stack equals the rate of H 2 -O 2 generation by the PEM EC stack.
The H 2 and O 2 gases from the EC stack are compressed to 5 atm and delivered to the FC stack.
In addition to cycling the generated power and gases, H 2 O, which contains heat from the exothermic reaction in the FCs, is automatically transferred to the ECs to be utilized for the endothermic reaction.
The battery is responsible for powers for PS1 and PS2 as well as power for accessories during short time before the main system is brought up to a steady state operation.
Power Control for Motor
It was intended to investigate such tough vehicles that have the capacity to continuously run at top speed for an infinite amount of time. For this purpose the HREG system is designed to continuously provide only a specified maximum power; this power level is selected from the top speed, for example 130 km/hr. A question then arises concerning how to control the power supplied to the motor. When the vehicle is required to reduce speed or to come to a stop, some or all of the power extracted from the FC stack is obliged to waste according to the percentage of speed reduction. As an example of the simplest power controller, a variable-resistor-type controller linked to DC motor may be used. In this controller, a resistance is used to reduce the power to the motor. Some or all of the power extracted from the FC stack is then wasted as ohmic losses in the resistor. However, it should be pointed out that there is no energy loss in the HREG side, because the original energy source for the power output from the generator is total "zero power input" electrostatic energy that is created inside the generator through the electrostatic-to-chemical energy conversion. This internal energy source permits the energy wasted in the ④ controller, and thereby the fixed maximum power output of the HREG becomes acceptable. Therefore, the system is able to operate indefinitely with the HREG system at constant full power and free of energy-loss conditions.
Design Concept of On-Board HREG System
Operating Conditions
When designing a compact HREG system it is desirable to make the output density of the overall unit as high as possible; therefore, the overall power balance of the two-stage electric power generation system must be considered. 
The mass balance in the power cycle requires the electrolytic and galvanic currents to be equivalent. The current efficiency of the EC is close to unity, and therefore subtracting Eq. (1) from Eq. (2) yields the theoretical net power extracted from the generator, P net . As an index of energy efficiency, the integrated cycle power efficiency, ξ, can be defined as the ratio of the power extracted from the generator to that produced by the H 2 /O 2 FC:
It is evident that a decrease in ∆E will increase the cycle power efficiency. However, a reduction in ∆E requires a larger EC surface area for a given amount of generated fuel. For this reason, a low level of ∆E reduces the weight and volume output densities of the HREG system.
Mutual Consistency of FC and ESI-PSE Stacks with Respect to Performance
A simulation was conducted to investigate the optimum performance of the proposed HREG system illustrated in Fig. 8 , based on the following assumptions and conditions:
(1) The dimensions, structures and materials of the PEM FC and PEM EC cells are exactly the same, and all the individual cells in both the FC and EC stacks must have the same weight and electrode area.
(2) The H 2 /O 2 consumption rate in the PEM FC stack and the H 2 /O 2 fuel generation rate in the PEM EC stack are equal.
The parameters of concern are given as follows: E FC : FC single cell voltage. E EC : EC single cell voltage. θ: Voltage efficiency of a PEM FC cell due to voltage degradation due to polarization, such that θ is equal to the energy efficiency of the PEM FC.
ξ: Cycle power efficiency of the HREG system, defined as in Eq. (3), where o = . J EC : Current density of the EC. The cycle power efficiency of the HREG system is given by, ξ = (P net /P T ) = (P T -P r )/P T (4)
The maximum power output, P T of the HREG system must be the sum of the maximum power output from the FC stack, P T o , plus the power returned from the FC stack to the EC stack:
where P T o equals the nominal maximum power of the FC stack in a standard passenger FC vehicle. From Eqs. (4) and (5):
The 
The currents are related to the current densities, J EC and J FC , as I EC = A × J EC and I FC = A × J FC , where A is the electrode area. The electrode surface area for all cells in the HREG system is the same; therefore, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as:
Weight Assessment of an On-Board HREG System
One of the main requirements in the theoretical investigation of an on-board HREG system is to determine its applicability to FC vehicles. One aspect 
To evaluate the total weight, M T , of the HREG system, M T must be related to the weight of a typical FC stack, M FC o , through a non-dimensional factor, α, as:
Using Eqs. (5) and (6), we obtain: 
Therefore, the total weight of the HREG system can be obtained using Eqs. (13) and (14) 
Thus, α becomes a non-dimensional weight factor.
Conclusions
The basic approach employed herein has demonstrated the transportation applications of HREG units. The use of on-board HREG systems in commercial vehicles appears viable because the hardware is commercially available at present. This study provides a theoretical background for ESI-PSE, which is the key to the entire HREG system. This is important because otherwise this thermodynamic cycle generator can be incorrectly mistaken for a perpetual motion machine that functions without the introduction of an external energy source. It is important to note that the "zero power input" electrostatic field is an energy source that is created inside the closed generation system in a self-sustaining manner, and thus it does not violate the energy conservation law. As such, this power generation process is thermodynamically favorable.
